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BSB Utilities’ Stephen Boren (left) and Andre Brisson
are winning respect from the best cyber-code-breakers.

By Jim Jamieson
Staff Reporter

A small Vancouver technology
company has cleared a huge
hurdle in the path to bring its

potentially groundbreaking encryption
product into the commercial stream.

Encryption software transforms data
into a secure form that can’t be read
by others unless they have the nec-
essary software.

Whitenoise, a computer code devel-
oped by Steve Boren of Vancouver and
Ottawa native Andre Brisson through
their company, BSB Utilities Inc.
[www.bsbutil.com], has survived a
four-month evaluation by internation-
ally known digital security expert David
Wagner. A professor at University of
California Berkeley, Wagner is famous
for cracking computer code. 

He wrote in his evaluation: 
“My attack attempts all failed. In a

concerted attempt to break
Whitenoise, I tried many creative
attacks, including both standard ideas

as well as off-the-wall non-standard
methods. I was unable to come up with
any approach that could make a dent
in Whitenoise . . . .

“Of course, there is no guarantee that
Whitenoise resists all attacks; maybe
there is some exceptionally clever
attack that I was simply unable to dis-
cover. However, it seems that some
new cryptanalytic ideas would likely
be needed before there is any chance
that Whitenoise could be broken.”

Wagner also said in his evaluation,
however, that no new such product
should be deployed without further
examination by many analysts.

“I can’t conceive of a bigger hurdle
we’ll ever have professionally,” said
Brisson. “It’s certainly brought us into
the league. [Wagner] has broken every-
thing that’s existed. 

Added Boren: “We’re ecstatic. We’ve
been at this almost three years now
and it took us 18 months to get any aca-
demic institution to even look at what
we had.”

Wagner’s evaluation has been post-
ed at the Cryptology ePrint Archive
[http://eprint.iacr.org], an online aca-
demic forum for showcasing new work
in the area. Formal publication will
come next spring at a symposium of

experts.
BSB Utilities says Whitenoise has

attracted interest across several indus-
tries because it has a wide range of
applications, including voice and video.

But the next step for Whitenoise —
which has been patented in 125 coun-
tries — is the initial product launch,
expected within the month. The prod-
uct containing the computer code is
called Tinnitus — a personal data-secu-
rity device that allows users to encrypt
and decrypt their own files via a USB
plug-in that contains the application. 

BSB Utilities Inc. says Tinnitus can
encrypt a 10-megabyte file in 0.5 sec-
onds. Boren and Brisson said there is
interest from two or three companies
for Tinnitus. As well, BSB Utilities
expects to announce a licensing agree-
ment with a major digital security com-
pany before year-end.

“That will put [Whitenoise] in the
mix,” said Brisson. “That’s instant cred-
ibility.”

Clay Howey, of the Group for
Advanced Information Technology lab
at the B.C. Institute of Technology, is
familiar with BSB Utilities and he thinks
Whitenoise could be a major break-
through. “There’s only a handful of peo-
ple on the planet who really know
encryption well — and Wagner is one
of them,” said Howey. 

“These guys are for real. They’ve
come up with a completely new para-
digm for doing encryption. Up until
now they’ve had a hard time getting
heard. It doesn’t mean it’s foolproof,
but some of the brightest minds can’t
break it.”
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B.C. encryption tech
keeps secrets safe
under expert attack


